Individual Statistics

Tech

RUSHING
ATT.  Yds.  LG
Coles      22  100  16
Wheat     13   31  9
Adams     14   44  9
Lamb     8   13  -
Scott  8   10  -
Naylor    2   16  -
Nuttall    1    3  -
King     1    2  -
Barnes   7    4  -

PASSING
ATT.  COMP.  YDS.  TD.  LP
Foster    4   4   36   0
Adams     2   10   0   9

RECEIVING
NO.  YDS.  TD.  LG
Foster    5  30    0    8
Adams     2   10    0    9

PUNTING
NO.  YDS.  AVG.  LP
Roberts  5  199  39.8  46

PUNTS RETURN
NO.  YDS
Payne  7  7

KICKOFF RETURNS
NO.  YDS
Payne  1  23

WVU

RUSHING
ATT.  Yds.  LG
Lumley   13   47  12
Dowell   9   41  17
Woods     7   10  -
Kendall  7   24  3

PASSING
ATT.  COMP.  YDS.  TD.  LP
Kendall   2  24  164  0
Fette     1   0   0   0

RECEIVING
NO.  YDS.  TD.  LG
Lewis     6   91  17
Lumley    2   19   3
Dowell    2   10   7
Dupps    3   21   3
McDowell  3   39   13

PUNTING
NO.  YDS.  AVG.  LP
Fette     6  213  35.9  44

PUNTS RETURN
NO.  YDS
Rockey   2  7

KICKOFF RETURNS
NO.  YDS
Kendall  1   8
Dowell   2   16
Woods    1   31
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QB MITCHEAL BARNES ADDRESSES PACKED STADIUM
Received 'Frank Loria Award' At Halftime

HAPPY PAUL ADAMS PUFFS VICTORY CIGAR
Gobbler Fullback Had 44 Yards Rushing